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  Introduction : Backgrounds of R&D spillovers

• The spillover effects that foreign knowledge affects domestic productivity have been 
theoretically confirmed (Grossman and Helpman, 1990, 1991; Rivera-Batiz and Romer, 

1991), while the channels of the international transmission of knowledge were less 

clear. 

• However, in empirical analysis, the seminal paper by Coe and Helpman (1995) finds 
that a country’s total factor productivity (TFP) depends not only on its domestic R&D 

stock but also on the R&D stock of foreign countries, using import-weighted sums of 

trade partners’ cumulative R&D expenditure. 

• Starting with their analysis, the study of international R&D spillovers have developed 
over the last three decades, both theoretically and empirically (i.e., Eaton and Kortum, 

2002; Keller, 2004; Acharya and Keller, 2009), and those have shown that trade is an 

important channel in the propagation of knowledge.
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  Introduction : Backgrounds of R&D spillovers

•Moreover, it has been noted that the foreign R&D variable 
captures only current-period bilateral trade. 

• It is clearly possible though that country A benefits 
from country C, D, E’s technology without importing 

from these source, if country C, D, E export to country 

B, which in turn exports to country A. 

• Lumenga-Neso et al. (2005) and Poetzsch (2017) use a 
trade share that also takes into account indirect demands 

with the idea of the Leontief inverse matrix. 

•While Nishioka and Ripoll (2012) introduce the R&D 
content of intermediate inputs, which focuses on R&D 

embodied in trade volume instead of shares.
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Figure 1:  

Direct and Indirect R&D spillovers 



  Introduction : Backgrounds of R&D spillovers

• Also, Keller (2002) examines the degree of 
localization of technology by estimating 

different decay parameters for the late 1970s 

and the early 1990s.  

• The estimates indicate that it has shrunk 
substantially over time in absolute value, 

suggesting that the degree of localization 

has become smaller (Figure 2). 

• Keller concluded that this is due to the 
development of information and 

communication technologies. 

• However, previous studies have not fully 
accounted the geography effect in international 

technology diffusion.
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Source: Keller (2010)

Figure 2:  

Geographic localization of technology diffusion over time



  Introduction : Motivation

• The existence of hubs at the firm level that trade with many customers are confirmed 
from customs data (Bernard et al., 2007), and also the existence of hubs at the 

country and industry level are confirmed from global input-output table　(Criscuolo 

and Timmis, 2018). 

• There are several analyses of hubs at the micro level, and hubs are important in 
the propagation of shocks (Acemoglu et al., 2012; Carvalho et al., 2014; Boehm 

et al., 2019) and knowledge (Alatas et al., 2016). 

• However, there is still little on the role of hubs at the macro (global) level, and we do 
not know how regional hubs on trade help in the diffusion of technologies from other 

regions. 

• As Figure 3 shows, each regional hub gather technology from that region and diffuse it 
to other regions, thereby it is considered that the sector in country B1 benefits 

indirectly the countries’ technology in other region.
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  Introduction : Motivation
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Figure 3: Overview of Trade



  Introduction : Research questions

• How does the structure of GVCs affect the international spillover effect of 
knowledge?  

• Are the international R&D spillover effects from trading with high 
centrality countries greater than with peripheral countries? 

• Are the central country important in technology diffusion?
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  Introduction : What I do

• In this study, I consider the (direct and indirect) 
spillover effects from goods traded for final 

demand generated in a country. 

• To explore the role of central country in diffusion 
of technology, I focus on a country that are 

central in both the backward and forward 

linkages, as shown in Figure 4. 

• Key buyer can be said to be important in 

gathering knowledge from other countries. 

• Key supplier can be said to be important in 

diffusing knowledge to other countries. 

• I investigate whether this kind of country is 

important as a mediator of diffusing other 

countries' technologies in trade.
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  Introduction : Main findings
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• Main results are: 

1. The impacts of foreign R&D contents from high centrality exporters 

are positively significant and highest.  

• Basically, however, the spillover effect from abroad occurs only in 

imports from industries that are considered relatively important in 

trade. 

2. I find that it is also statistically significant from exporters with middle 

centrality. 

• In particular, the increase in direct and indirect demand from 

country with middle centrality since 2002 is thought to have 

contributed to the results. 

3. It turns out that trading with home industry does not always produce 

spillover effects, as the proportion of domestic and foreign R&D 

contents flowing into a country is important.



  Data

• In this study, I use a sample of 21 countries and 14 manufacturing industries 
from 1995 to 2007. 

• The data used to construct variables is as follows: 

• The World Input-Output Database (input-output linkages) 

• The OECD ANBERD database (industry level R&D) 

• The OECD STAN database and the World Bank’s World Development 
Indicators (deflators) 

• The WIOD Socio Economic Accounts (labor, capital, GDP)
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  Variables: The R&D contents embodied in final goods

• To consider the network effects in trade, I use the R&D contents embodied in 
final goods, following Nishioka and Ripoll (2012). Those are defined as 

follows:
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V = D(I �B)�1f
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where    is the ratio of the R&D stock to output,    is a global intermediate input 
coefficients matrix, and     is final demand.
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  Variables: Centrality measure

• I introduce “centrality” that capture the country’s importance in GVCs. 

• Following Criscuolo and Timmis (2018), I calculate forward and backward 
centrality that defined as:

• The more forward centricity a country has, the more goods it exports to other 
countries; the more backward centrality a country has, the more goods it imports 

from other countries.
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Centralityfwd
iht = ⌘(I� �W)�11,

Centralitybackiht = ⌘(I� �W>)�11

where     represents input-output linkages matrix.                   is baseline 
centrality level, and     is the parameter.
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  Variables: Centrality measure
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Table 1: Summary statistics of backward and forward centrality

◇ Industries with high MAX values suggest the presence of a hub.
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• For importer

  Empirical strategy: Classifications of sample

• In empirical analysis, I divide my sample for examining my questions.

• I divide into 3 regions: ”All”, ”Europe”, and ”North America”. 

• This is because there are more hubs in Europe than in other regions, 
and European countries are more likely to be involved with countries 

that are hubs, so a larger effect is expected. 

• Also, I divide into 2 categories: “G5”, “Non-G5”. 

• This is because the degree of influence from other countries is 
expected to be different between G5 and Non-G5. 

• As will be discussed later, the ratio of domestic R&D contents to the 
total is very different between G5 and NonG5, which may affect the 

results.
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  Empirical strategy: Classifications of sample

• For exporter (country) 

• This classification explores which country has high centrality. 

• Here, I identify the countries that are central to the import and export in 
each industry. 

• Based on the backward and forward centrality, I first divide 21 countries into three 
categories (“high”, “middle”, and “low”) in each industry in each year (Group 1). 

• Further, to explore total centrality, those that are “high" in both backward and 
forward linkages are “High", those that are “low" in both are “Low", and the others 

are “Middle” (Group 2).

Backward centrality Forward centrality

Top 33 %      : high

Next top 33 %: middle

The others    : low

Top 33 %      : high

Next top 33 %: middle

The others    : low

Group1

Total centrality

high & high : High

The others   : Middle

low & low    : Low

Group2
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  Empirical strategy: Classifications of sample

C21T22 
C23 
C24 
C27T28 
C29 
C30T33 
C34T35

Large High

Middle

Low

High

Middle

Low

・ 

・

C15T16 
C17T18 
C19 
C20 
C25 
C36 
C36T37

Small
High

Middle

Low

High

Middle

Low

・ 

・

Figure 5:  

Classification of exporter

• For exporter (industry) 

• I further divide industries into central 
and non-central industries. 

• As shown in Table 1, there are 
clear differences in the distribution 

of centrality across industries. 

• In diffusion, I consider that it is important 
whether a hub exists or not in the 

industry. 

• For example, in the case of "Wood 
and Products of Wood and Cork”, it 

is difficult to say that a hub exist.

• Then, I classify the top 7 Max values of centrality in 14 industries as 
“Large” and the rest as “Small”. 

• In summary, the classification of exporters is represented in Figure 5.



  Empirical strategy: Estimation

where i, h, and t denote the country, industry, and year, respectively; TFP is 
calculated following the method of Caves (1982); T is equal to              .
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• The results are reported in Table 2.
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• Following Nishioka and Ripoll (2012), I estimate the effects from the domestic 
(   ) and foreign (        and    ) R&D content as follows:
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� <latexit sha1_base64="DDEMVFkD/MwEcx6qi2MIfi8oJco=">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</latexit>⇢1, ⇢2,
<latexit sha1_base64="qJAyhKDIbcKcH74q71H9moqc7yQ=">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</latexit>⇢3
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Table 2: The results of exporter’s centrality effects

◇ It suggests that not only countries 

with high centrality but also countries 

with middle centrality are important in 

the diffusion of knowledge.

◇ Only in the North American countries 

are the results positively significant 

from the R&D contents from the home 

country. 

  Results



  The change of the foreign R&D contents
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<latexit sha1_base64="QwdoBPYZV2rw1B3OH9bjGUgcs9Q=">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</latexit>

V f = V f direct + V f indirect

= DBF f +D[(I �B)�1 � (I +B)]F f

• The foreign R&D contents can decompose into 

direct and indirect:

The average of R&D contents share from high 

centrality (World): Electrical and Optical Equipment

The average of R&D contents share from middle 

centrality (World): Electrical and Optical Equipment

• As Figure 6 shows, the direct and indirect 

demand from countries with middle centrality is 

on the rise, especially from 2001. 

• This is one of the reasons why the effects 

from a country with middle centrality are 

also statistically significant.  

• In fact, the results are significant when 

estimated by adding the dummy variables 

that is equal to 1 for the years 2002-2007 

(Table 3).

Figure 6:  

The average R&D contents share

%

%
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Table 3: The results of exporter’s centrality effects (+ dummy) 

◇ It finds that the effect has increased 

significantly since 2002 with the 

increase in direct and indirect demand 

from countries with middle centrality. 

◇ The results suggest that countries 

with middle centrality have also 

become important in technology 

diffusion since 2002.

  Results



  Empirical strategy: Domestic R&D contents shares 

• Next, I consider that the difference in effect between 
the G5 and Non-G5. 

• The ratio of domestic R&D content to the total in G5 
is considerably higher than in Non-G5, as shown in 

Figure 7. 

• The ratio of domestic R&D contents to the total 
R&D content in the G5 is over 70% in all 

periods 

• On the other hand, in the Non-G5, the ranking 
shifts rapidly within the period, and foreign 

R&D content also accounts for a large portion.
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Panel (a): The R&D contents shares in 1995

Panel (b): The R&D contents shares in 2007

Figure 7: The R&D contents shares



  Empirical strategy: Comparison the effects between G5 and non-G5 countries

• Since the share of R&D contents may be important for the spillover effects, I divide the 
21 countries in my sample into two categories: G5 and non-G5 countries.  

• The reason for NAFTA’s results are the slightly different in Table 2 is considered 
that the U.S. that mostly accounts for its own R&D contents includes the sample.  

• I set importer country as G5 and non-G5 countries instead of 3 regions, and estimate:
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<latexit sha1_base64="sePEk0LTHXI6O0fpZ2dEReKvMRg=">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</latexit>

lnTFPiht = ↵ih + ↵t + �
hX

g

Dit(g)Tiit(g, h)
i

+ �1
h X

j 6=i,i2G5 or nonG5, j2high

X

g2S or L

Djt(g)Tjit(g, h)
i

+ �2
h X

j 6=i,i2G5 or nonG5, j2middle

X

g2S or L

Djt(g)Tjit(g, h)
i

+ �3
h X

j 6=i,i2G5 or nonG5, j2low

X

g2S or L

Djt(g)Tjit(g, h)
i
+ ✏iht
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Table 4: G5 and non-G5 Results 

◇ G5 is also obtained benefits from 

countries with high centrality , but Non-G5 

is found to be influenced more by foreign 

countries, including the effects from 

countries with middle centrality.

◇ It is confirmed that the effect from the 

domestic R&D content is not the nature of 

North America, but the nature of the G5 

that countries with high technological 

capabilities.

  Results



  Robustness checks

1. I use the other classification of centrality to show that the results do 

not vary with the centrality classification. 

2. I use 1 year lagged explanatory variables for capturing the effects that 

are not reflected immediately after trade.
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• In the empirical analysis, it turns out that trading with high centrality does 
not always produce spillover effects, and that the proportion of domestic and 

foreign R&D contents flowing into a country is important. 

• Therefore, I do three robustness checks for the results reported in Table 3.

Basically, no results different from the important results were 

obtained.



  Conclusions

• This study is the first to consider and empirically analyze the position of the 
industry in GVCs for international R&D spillovers. 

• To sum up the results: 

1. The impacts of foreign R&D contents from high centrality exporters are 

positively significant and highest. 

2. I find that it is also statistically significant from exporters with middle 

centrality. 

3. It turns out that trading with home industry does not always produce 

spillover effects, as the proportion of domestic and foreign R&D contents 

flowing into a country is important. 

• In contrast to the claims of Keller (1998), my findings suggest that which country 
imports from which country is important in the international spillover effects.
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